Choosing Cartridge Dust Collector Filters for Processing Applications

By Rick Kreczmer, Camfil APC

Cartridge dust collection systems are the preferred technology for most dry processing applications today, and there are many different pleated filter cartridges available for these collectors. As you face stricter air quality and combustible dust regulations, coupled with tighter internal cost controls, choosing and using the best dust collector filter for your process is more important than ever. Making an informed choice can improve your collector's dust capture efficiency and reliability while reducing energy and maintenance requirements.

Types of Filter Media

There are two basic categories of media commonly used in pleated cartridge filters. The choice is usually driven by dust type, operating temperatures, and the level of moisture in the process.

1. Nonwoven cellulosic blend: This media is the most economical choice for dry dust collection applications at operating temperatures up to 160°F. Sometimes the fibers will incorporate a coating that enhances moisture resistance. However, cellulose media as a category are not as resistant to moisture as synthetic polyester.

2. Synthetic polyester media or polyester-silicon blend: This lightweight, washable media can handle dry applications with maximum operating temperatures ranging from 180°F to 265°F. These filters are washable and can recover from a moisture excursion but are not intended for wet applications.

Either type of media can be treated with a layer of nano fibers that boosts the efficiency and yields other benefits as well. Nano filter technology has advanced in recent years, and the newest generation of nano fibers can perform well even in the most extreme conditions. When a layer of nano fibers is applied on top of the base media - whether cellulosic or polyester - the nano coating promotes surface loading of fine dust, preventing the dust from penetrating deeply into the filter's base media. This translates into better dust release during cleaning cycles and lower pressure drop readings through the life of the filter, which, in turn, promote longer filter life as well as energy savings.

Standard and nano filter media can also be treated with compounds that deliver special performance properties. Flame-retardant media are treated with a chemical that provides fire retardant properties for use where there is a risk of fire or explosion. Companies involved in metalworking processes such as plasma and laser-cutting, grinding, or welding commonly use filters with flame-retardant media.

Conductive or anti-static filters may be used where conveyed dusts generate static charges that require dissipation. Typically, static dissipation is achieved by impregnating a cellulose filter with a carbon coating or a synthetic filter with an aluminized coating. Applications for these filters include fumed silica dust, plastic, PVC, or composite dusts, and carbon black/toner dusts. Cartridge filters with anti-static media can also be used in explosive dust applications where the minimum ignition energy of the dust is below 3 millijoules (mJ), the NFPA requires the filters to be conductive, bonded, and grounded to the filter housing.

Selection Tips

Following are five tips that can further help you determine the best filter for your application:

1. Understand the different measures of filter efficiency and how to apply them. There are two methods that dust collector filter manufacturers typically use to express filter efficiency. Gravimetric analysis is based on particle capture by weight: For example, filter efficiency might be stated as 99.995 percent on particles of 0.5 µm or larger by weight. Filter efficiency may also be expressed as a Minimum Efficiency Reporting Value, or MERV, based on a scale from 1 to 16, with MERV 16 being the highest efficiency.
The MERV scale was developed for the HVAC filter market and does not take into account the way a dust collector operates (i.e., it pulse-cleans filters periodically when a dust cake builds up). Though MERV and gravimetric efficiency ratings are useful tools for comparing filters, you should not rely on these measures alone to determine efficiency. It is more relevant to make sure you are satisfying OSHA or EPA requirements for filter performance – OSHA if you are discharging the air and EPA if you are discharging the air outside or into the environment.

Mass density efficiency, defined as the weight per unit volume of air, is the best predictor of a filter’s OSHA compliance. For example, OSHA might require that emissions will not exceed 5 mg/cu m at the discharge of the dust collector. Similarly, the EPA doesn’t care about percentage efficiency claims; they want to know that emissions will be at or below required thresholds, typically stated as grains per cu ft or mg/cu m.

Concerned about which efficiency measure(s) to use? If so, you are not alone. But there is a way to cut through the confusion and make sure your dust collection moves smoothly through the system – the higher the velocity, the higher the friction. Using the Pellbow® avoids the problems caused by friction in traditional elbows. The Pellbow® is designed for extended lifetime available. Pelletron developed a special elbow that withstands the most abrasive materials. Pelletron Corporation Tel.: 717.293.4008

Pneumatic conveying of abrasive materials wears out standard, long-radius pipe bends quickly. There are various types of pipe bends designed for extended lifetime. Pelletron developed a Pellbow® that withstands the most abrasive materials. Wear problems are common in dilute phase conveying systems with high velocities. The conveyed product slides along the elbow wall at a high velocity and high centrifugal forces press the conveyed material against the outer metal surface. The resulting friction causes the elbow walls to wear out quickly.

Pelletron developed a unique, patented conveying pipe elbow that is trade named the Pellbow®. It is especially designed to minimize damage caused when solid particles are injected into a high velocity conveying system – the higher the velocity, the higher the friction. Using a Pellbow® avoids the problems caused by friction in traditional elbows.

To determine whether a dust is combustible, it should undergo separate explosibility testing as stated in NFPA Standard 68.

An engineered test is performed at an official testing facility to confirm that this dust collector can withstand an explosive event. Scan QR code to view brief explosion test video.

Wear resistant pipe bends
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Clear Pellbow® in operation

Wear resistant Pellbow®

By design, material flowing through the Pellbow® forms a pocket or “impact zone” and moves slowly upward and out. Incoming material is deflected at 90 degrees with minimum resistance and no impact damage. The Pellbow® is wear-resistant making it the ideal solution for conveying abrasive products. The Pellbow® is self-cleaning when the material flow is stopped and it works in all installation positions.

Long-radius elbows or other types of pipe bends in existing vacuum and pressure dilute phase conveying systems can be easily retrofitted with the Pellbow®. The pressure drop compared to long-radius elbows is minimally higher. The minimum product-to-air ratio of 3:1 or higher guarantees best results. The Pellbow® is designed to fit all kinds of pipe and tube connections.

The Pellbow® is available in aluminum, stainless steel and cast iron for pipe sizes from 1.5” up to 12”, as well as in surface hardened versions. More information is available at www.pelletroncorp.com

Contact Pelletron to get a free-of-charge recommendation and a proposal for your application.
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Cost of Ownership (TCO) evaluation to make the best filter selection.

TCO helps you determine what it really costs to own your dust collector filters by calculating all the components of true filter cost: energy, consumables, and maintenance and disposal. A reputable filter supplier should have software to help you perform the calculations. The TCO evaluation will ultimately save you money, time, and energy by ensuring the most cost-effective filter choice. (Note: A detailed article on TCO appeared in the August, 2010 issue of Powder & Bulk Solids and can be accessed at www.powderbulksolids.com.)

4. Consider a nano fiber media even if you do not have a “difficult” dust challenge. When they were first introduced to the market, nano fiber media were regarded as a high-end choice limited to exotic or demanding dust-capture challenges. Though these filters carry a cost premium, their use is becoming more widespread for all types of applications as processors come to understand their benefits. Compared to standard media, nano fiber filters offer higher filtration efficiencies as well as better energy performance, superior cleanliness, and greater resistance to wear and tear from pulse-cleaning. Because of these benefits, some filter experts believe nano fiber media will become standard in the future.

As a rule of thumb, if you are looking for high initial filtration efficiency and better release of dust through surface loading, then nano fiber media should be the default choice. Beyond this, even for a “non-high-performance” application, a TCO analysis (above) might be worthwhile to find out if the added cost of nano fiber media will be more than offset by resulting savings in energy and filter change-out and disposal costs. In a system operating at very high airflow, for example, a half-inch reduction in pressure drop achieved with a nano fiber filter can make a huge difference in energy consumption.

5. Look for a uniform wide pleat media design. Many filter manufacturers add filter media to the point where the pleats are so tightly packed that when dust gets between the pleats, the reverse pulse cleaning system of the dust collector will not eject the dust from the pleats. This increases the resistance of the air through the filters and diminishes airflow. The key is to use a wide pleat where 100 percent of the media is usable.

A wide pleat filter allows the collected dust to release from the filter, keeping the resistance lower through the filter and extending filter life. This exploded view shows internal pleat separation technique.

Tightly pleated filter tends to trap dust within the pleats.

Open-pleated media allows the collected dust to release from the filter, keeping the resistance lower through the filter and extending filter life. This exploded view shows internal pleat separation technique.

Some wide pleat filters use state-of-the-art technology of synthetic bead pleat separators to ensure pleats are kept wide and open for the best dust release possible. These separators prevent the media from folding over on itself, which could cause the filter to plug. A wide pleat filter will often contain less total media area than a tightly pleated model. But the total square footage of the media is not what you want to look for. It’s the total usable media area that’s really important.
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